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 In December of 2015 I was invited to join Deveron Arts as project intern. I gladly 

accepted, relishing the opportunity to garner some experience in my field of study. Since I 

graduated with an MA in History of Art from the University of Aberdeen in 2013, I had held 

jobs in bingo halls, kitchens, supermarkets and cafes. Sustainability was a subject we often 

discussed at Deveron Arts, and that was all I was experiencing prior to my time in Huntly. 

Sustaining without gaining. 

 It was the night of February the 7th, and I was on a train Huntly bound. Early that 

morning I had left the comfort of my home in the capital in search of greener fields - which 

Huntly had in abundance. As I finally pulled into the station I spied a strange impish woman 

skulking around on the platform. I disembarked from the carriage into the cold winter air, 

and clutched my bag closely as she drew near. She lunged at me, hand outstretched, and 

introduced herself as Sophie. She was the current project intern, and would serve as my 

guide on our journey into the town. Deveron Arts had sent her as an envoy of sorts, and I 

would learn much of her peculiarities during my stay in Huntly. 

 On the morning of Monday the 8th I was introduced to the desk where I would spend 

the majority of my working days. I fired up the laptop for the first time, giddy with 

anticipation of the inevitable intimacy that would blossom between us. The lines between 

laptop and worker would become increasingly muddled during my internship. We became a 

symbiotic union of man and machine. Whatever the task at hand, we tackled it doggedly as 

one. There were several tasks that challenged us. Some tasks were unusual, some were 

typical, but all of them were valuable experiences. 

 I had never worked in an office or for an arts organisation before. I truly didn’t know 

what to expect of my internship at Deveron Arts. Interning there was a completely new 

experience for me, and one which I was sorely needing. I was welcomed with open arms by 

the Deveron Arts team. First Sophie, then Rachael, Joss and Claudia. In time I would grow to 

know each intimately in the ways that can only arise from sharing an office space. They were 

enthusiastic about my arrival, and keen to furnish me with the experience I was lacking. 

 One of the first responsibilities I was charged with was monitoring the general e-mail 

address for the organisation. This was not glamourous work, but it was fundamental to the 

operation of Deveron Arts. I was the first point of contact for enquiries concerning events, 

projects, news and potential business transactions. Weeding out the daily onslaught of spam 

e-mails was an endless task, yet somehow cathartic in a way. Ever diligent, I was still fooled a 

couple of times by emails from @paypl and @amozan domains. Joss, the project manager 

and my personal mentor at Deveron Arts, trained my naïve eye to be more scrutinising of the 

telling hallmarks of increasingly cunning hoax e-mails. Joss taught me many things, and our 

working relationship would become quite intimate as we toiled away in his bright and bawdy 

sun-bleached office. Often we would cast knowing, and occasionally unknowing glances at 

one another as we typed away the tasks of the day. 

 Joss was a fountain of knowledge, from which I drank deeply. When I began at 

Deveron Arts I thought I was already well versed in the art of Microsoft Excel. Soon I realised 

that my experience was actually quite limited to simply being able to open the program, and 

to recognise a spreadsheet on sight. I had only a vague idea of the seemingly infinite and 



intricate mathematical and formatting capabilities of which this program so humbly 

presents. I was struck dumb when Joss revealed but a few functions that Excel deftly 

computes. Joss opened my eyes to the administrative keystone that the program serves as. I 

was more than once flabbergasted at the computational behemoth that wears such an 

unassuming mask of plain-faced servitude. Often I proclaimed to Joss that I thought 

Microsoft Excel was perhaps man’s greatest technological achievement. I could not 

comprehend how such a multifaceted program could be conceived, let alone brought into 

existence. Joss taught me how to utilise Microsoft Excel in manners that I know will serve 

me later in life, and will be valuable in any office environment: for that I am greatly grateful. 

Transferrable skills are the fruit which interns hope to reap from the tree of internship, and I 

recognise my good fortune. 

 I had the good fortune to reap many other experiential fruits during my time at 

Deveron Arts. I learned much about website design, and how to plan the layout and content 

of which in manners that are appropriate and consistent. I was given an active hand in 

editing and writing for the Deveron Arts website, and it was thrilling to see my own input 

appear instantly on the page, immediately available for public consumption. In a similar 

fashion I was given the task of advertising upcoming events on the social media platforms of 

Twitter and Facebook, and I felt valuable as a team member in promoting for the 

organisation. In addition, Joss provided me with a list of viable event bulletin websites to 

which I submitted numerous forms detailing our intentions. This also felt like valuable work 

to me, as I could see the fruits of my labours in the form of bulletin postings, ticket sales, and 

a general increase of interest in events. 

 During my internship Deveron Arts hosted an event, “Living the Land,” which 

brought artists living in and working with the rural together for a day of discussion about the 

advantages and disadvantages of their respective fields. It was interesting to witness how an 

event develops from the earliest stages to the hosting day itself. I very much enjoyed taking 

part in the preparations leading up to the event, and the sensation of a careful plan enacting 

exactly as intended. 

 While I would have to say that the most practical skills I developed during my time at 

Deveron Arts were focussed in information processing and experience with administrative 

programs, I also learned a great deal simply from being in an office environment. As with the 

planning of and preparation for upcoming events, it was fascinating to witness how ideas 

were conceived, discussions held, projects proposed, tasks undertaken and deadlines met. 

My experience furnished me with an understanding of how the machine of an organisation is 

oiled: that is with the enthusiasm and insight of a skilled team. 

 The Deveron Arts team invited me to join them for an internship so that I could 

experience both the daily and grand machinations of an arts organisation. With patience 

they showed me how the organisation operates, and how endeavours are supported and 

realised. My own experience there was one such endeavour which they nurtured tenderly, as 

they taught me of techniques, trials and tribulations of which I was truly ignorant. I am 

much better equipped with the skills to work in an office environment, and have a far greater 

understanding of the minutiae that grand schemes depend on. I am so grateful for my time 

at Deveron Arts, and it is a period which I will fondly remember, and one which any future 

office work or arts organisation employment I undertake will undoubtedly harken back to. 

 


